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GOLDIE RANKS OF SKEW POWER SERIES
RINGS OF AUTOMORPHIC TYPE
EDWARD S. LETZTER AND LINHONG WANG
Abstract. Let A be a semprime, right noetherian ring equipped with an auto-
morphism α, and let B := A[[y;α]] denote the corresponding skew power series ring
(which is also semiprime and right noetherian). We prove that the Goldie ranks of
A and B are equal. We also record applications to induced ideals.
1. Introduction
Our primary aim in this note is to show that a skew power series ring of auto-
morphic type has the same Goldie rank as its coefficient ring, assuming that the
coefficient ring is right or left noetherian and semiprime.
1.1. Studies of Goldie rank in skew polynomial extensions include [1], [3], [5], [6],
[9], [10], [11], [14], and [15]. The chronology relevant to our present purposes can be
briefly summarized as follows: (1) In 1972, Shock proved that if R is a ring having
finite right Goldie dimension, then the right Goldie dimension of R[x] is equal to
the right Goldie dimension of R [14]. (2) In 1988, Grzeszczuk proved that if R is a
semiprime right Goldie ring equipped with a derivation δ, then the Goldie rank of
R[x; δ] is equal to the Goldie rank of R [5]. (3) In 1995, Matczuk proved that if R
is a semiprime right Goldie ring equipped with an automorphism τ and τ -derivation
δ, then the Goldie rank of R[x; τ, δ] is equal to the Goldie rank of R [9]. In 2005,
Leroy and Matczuk generalized this last result to the case where τ is an injective
endomorphism [6].
1.2. Suitably defined skew power series rings R[[x; τ, δ]] were recently introduced
by Venjakob [18], and subsequently studied in [12], [13], and [19]. Recent studies of
skew power series rings R[[x; τ ]], of automorphic type (i.e., with zero skew derivation),
include [7], [16], and [17]. Our aim in this note is to initiate the study of Goldie ranks
of skew power series rings – beginning with extensions of automorphic type.
1.3. So let A be a right or left noetherian ring equipped with an automorphism α,
and let B := A[[y;α]] denote the corresponding skew power series ring. It follows
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from well-known filtered-graded arguments that B is also right or left noetherian
(see, e.g., [8, pp. 60–61]). Further, if A is semiprime then B is semiprime; see (2.7).
Assuming A is semiprime, we show in our main result (2.8) that the Goldie ranks of
A and B are equal. The analogous equality also holds for the skew Laurent series
ring B′ := A[[y±1;α]].
1.4. We also consider corollaries of the above analysis for extensions and contractions
of ideals between A, B, and B′. For example, in (2.12), we see when A is noetherian
and I is a semiprime α-ideal of A, that IB is a semiprime ideal of B for which
rank(B/IB) = rank(A/I). (Here and below, “rank” by itself refers to Goldie rank.)
Acknowledgement. Most of the material in this note originally formed a part (since
excised) of our paper [7]. We thank the original referee of [7] for remarks that helped
us clarify the exposition. We also thank the referees of this paper for pointing out
significant simplifications in our approach, most notably in (2.6) and (2.7).
2. Goldie Rank Equalities
Throughout, let A be a ring equipped with an automorphism α, and let B :=
A[[y;α]] denote the ring of skew power series
∞∑
i=0
aiy
i = a0 + a1y + a2y
2 + · · · ,
for a0, a1, . . . ∈ A, and with multiplication determined by ya = α(a)y for all a ∈
A. Since α is an automorphism, we can just as well write the coefficients on the
right. (By “ring” we will always mean “associative unital algebra.” Also, all ring
homomorphisms and all modules mentioned will be assumed to be unital.)
2.1. As either a left or right A-module, we can view B = A[[y;α]] as a direct product
of copies of A, indexed by {0, 1, 2, . . .}. Note that y is normal in B (i.e., By = yB),
and B/〈y〉 is naturally isomorphic to A. The 〈y〉-adic filtration on B is exhaustive,
separated, and complete. The associated graded ring grB is isomorphic to A[z;α],
and so B is right (resp. left) noetherian, if A is right (resp. left) noetherian; see, for
example, [8, pp. 60–61] for details.
We use B′ := A[[y±1;α]], the skew Laurent series ring , to denote the localization
of B at powers of y. If B is prime (resp. semiprime), then it is easy to check that
B′ is prime (resp. semiprime), noting that nonzero ideals of B′ contract to nonzero
ideals B.
2.2. We will refer to ideals I of A such that α(I) = I as α-ideals. Next, an α-ideal I
of A (other than A itself) is α-prime if whenever the product of two α-ideals of A is
contained in I, one of these α-ideals must itself be contained in I.
If A is right or left noetherian, then an ideal I of A is an α-ideal if and only
if α(I) ⊆ I. Furthermore, if A is right or left noetherian, then it follows from [2,
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Remarks 4∗, 5∗, p. 338] that the α-prime ideals are exactly the intersections I1∩· · ·∩It
for finite α-orbits I1, . . . , It of prime ideals of A.
2.3. It is not hard to check that α extends to automorphisms of B and B′ such that
α(y) = y. Consequently, we can discuss α-ideals and α-prime ideals of B and B′. If
I is an ideal of B′, then α(I) = yIy−1 ⊆ I and α−1(I) = y−1Iy ⊆ I. Therefore, every
ideal of B′ is an α-ideal.
2.4. Let I be an α-ideal of A. Let I[[y;α]] be the set of power series in B whose
coefficients, when written on the left (or the right), are all contained in I. Then
I[[y; α]] is an α-ideal of B. Let J also be an α-ideal of A. Then it is not hard to see
that
I[[y; α]] · J [[y; α]] ⊆ (IJ)[[y; α]],
since ∑
i
aiy
i ·
∑
j
bjy
j =
∑
k
( ∑
i+j=k
ai · α
i(bj)
)
yk,
where ai ∈ I, bj ∈ J .
An analogous statement holds true for B′. That is,
I[[y±; α]] · J [[y±; α]] ⊆ (IJ)[[y±; α]],
if we continue to assume that I and J are α-ideals of A.
2.5. Proposition. The following are equivalent: (i) A is α-prime, (ii) B is α-prime,
(iii) B′ is α-prime, (iv) B′ is prime. If we further assume that A is right or left
noetherian, then statements (i)–(iv) are equivalent to: (v) B is prime.
Proof. (i)⇒(ii): Assume that A is α-prime. To prove that B is α-prime, consider two
arbitrary elements f = f0+f1y+f2y
2+ · · · and g = g0+g1y+g2y
2+ · · · of B, where
f0, f1, . . . ∈ A and g0, g1, . . . ∈ A. Further assume that fBα
i(g) = 0 for all integers
i. It suffices to prove that f or g must equal zero. Now let m be the smallest positive
integer such that fm 6= 0, and let n be the smallest positive integer such that gn 6= 0.
It follows that fmAα
j(gn) = 0, for all integers j, because fAα
i(g) = 0 for all integers
i. Since A is α-prime, it now follows that fm or gn is zero, a contradiction. Hence B
is α-prime.
(iii)⇔(iv): Follows from (2.3), where we noted that every ideal of B′ is an α-ideal.
(ii)⇒(iii): Follows because nonzero α-ideals (i.e., ideals) of B′ contract to nonzero
α-ideals of B.
(iii)⇒(i): Follows from (2.4).
Finally, assuming that A is right or left noetherian, the equivalence of (iv) and (v)
follows from [4, 10.18]. The proposition follows. 
The following is a straightforward adaptation of the case of commutative power
series over a field.
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2.6. Lemma. Let V be a simple right A-module. Then V B is a uniserial right B-
module, and
V B ⊃ V By ⊃ V By2 ⊃ · · ·
are the only right B-submodules of V B.
Proof. To start, suppose f = v0 + v1y + v2y
2 + · · · is a power series in V B with
0 6= v0 ∈ V . Note that v0A = V , since V is simple. Hence v1 = v0a1, v2 = v0a2, . . . ,
for some a1, a2, . . . in A. Let g = 1 + u1y + u2y
2 + · · · be an element in B. Then
fg = v0 + [v0u1 + v1]y + [v0u2 + v1α(u1) + v2]y
2 + · · ·
= v0 + [v0u1 + v0a1]y + [v0u2 + v0a1α(u1) + v0a2]y
2 + · · · .
Letting u1 = −a1, u2 = −[a1α(u1) + a2], · · · , we have fg = v0. However, v0B = V B,
since v0A = V . Therefore fB = V B. Consequently, V By is the unique maximal
right B-submodule of V B. Similarly, for all positive integers i, V Byi+1 is the unique
maximal right B-submodule of V Byi. The lemma follows. 
2.7. Proposition. (i) If A is semiprime, then B′ is semiprime. (ii) Assume that A is
right or left noetherian. Then A is semiprime if and only if B (or B′) is semiprime.
Proof. (i) Let f = ayi + ai+1y
i+1+ · · · be a nonzero Laurent series in B′, with initial
nonzero term of degree i ∈ Z, and with initial coefficient a. Suppose fB′f = 0. Then
f(y−iA)f = 0, and so aAa = 0, a contradiction since A is semiprime. Thus fB′f 6= 0
for all nonzero f ∈ B′, and so B′ is semiprime.
(ii) Assume that A is right or left noetherian. If A is semiprime, it then follows,
for example, from [4, 10.18], and from (i) that B is semiprime. To show the other
direction, let N be the prime radical of A. It is clear that α(N) = N . Since A is right
or left noetherian, N is a nilpotent ideal of A. In view of (2.4), we have N [[y;α]]
(or N [[y±;α]]) is a nilpotent ideal in B (or B′, respectively). Note that semiprime
rings contain no nonzero nilpotent ideals. Therefore, if B or B′ is semiprime then A
is semiprime. 
2.8. Theorem. Assume that A is semiprime and right or left noetherian. Then
rankA = rankB = rankB′.
Proof. We know that B is semiprime, by (2.7), and noetherian, by (2.1). Therefore,
since B′ is an Ore localization of B at a set of regular elements, it follows that
rankB = rankB′. So it suffices to prove that rankA = rankB.
Next, it is a straightforward exercise, using the Joseph-Small-Borho-Warfield Addi-
tivity Principle, to prove that the Goldie rank of a semiprime right (or left) noetherian
ring cannot be less than the Goldie rank of any of its semiprime right (or left) noe-
therian subrings; see, e.g., [20, Theorem 1]. So let E be the corresponding right
or left Goldie quotient ring of A; then E is a semisimple artinian ring. Of course,
rankA = rankE. Also, α extends to E, and B embeds as a ring into E[[y;α]]. By
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(2.7), E[[y;α]] is semiprime. It follows that
rankA ≤ rankB ≤ rankE[[y;α]].
(Note that E[[y;α]] is not an Ore localization of B = A[[y;α]]. For example, Q[[x]]
is not an Ore localization of Z[[x]].)
We now assume without loss of generality that A = E. Next, set
A = V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vd,
for simple right ideals V1, . . . , Vd of A, with d = rankA. Then
B = V1B ⊕ V2B ⊕ · · · ⊕ VdB.
Therefore, to prove the theorem it suffices to prove that V B is uniform as a right
B-module if V is an arbitrary simple right ideal of A. This follows from (2.6). 
2.9. Remark. Remove the assumptions that A is noetherian and semiprime. If ⊕Ki
is any direct sum of nonzero right ideals of A, then ⊕KiB is a direct sum of nonzero
right ideals of B. It therefore follows in full generality that that the right (and by
symmetry, left) uniform dimension of B cannot be less than that of A.
Next, we apply our analysis to induced ideals, again adapting some elementary
aspects of the commutative theory.
2.10. Proposition. Let I be an ideal of A finitely generated on the right and left, and
assume further that α(I) = I. Then BI = IB, and (abusing the notation slightly),
B/IB ∼= (A/I)[[y;α]].
These statements hold true if B is replaced by B′.
Proof. Assume first that I = g1A + · · ·+ gnA, for some g1, . . . , gn ∈ I. Choose
∞∑
i=0
hiy
i ∈ I[[y;α]],
with h0, h1, . . . ∈ I. Then, for suitable choices of rij ∈ A,
∞∑
i=0
hiy
i =
∞∑
i=0
(g1r1i + · · ·+ gnrni)y
i = g1
(
∞∑
i=0
r1iy
i
)
+ · · ·+ gn
(
∞∑
i=0
rniy
i
)
∈ IB.
Hence I[[y;α]] ⊆ IB. It is easy to see that IB ⊆ I[[y;α]], and so I[[y;α]] = IB.
Since α is an automorphism and α(I) = I, we can also view I[[y;α]] as the set
of power series in B whose coefficients, when written on the right, are all contained
in I. A mirror-image argument to the preceding one now shows that I[[y;α]] = BI.
In particular, I[[y;α]] = IB = BI is an ideal of B. Also, it is easy to see that
A[[y;α]]/I[[y;α]] ∼= (A/I)[[y;α]].
Replacing power series with Laurent series, we see that all of the above follows
similarly for B′. The proposition follows. 
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2.11. Proposition. Assume that A is noetherian and that K is either an α-prime
ideal of B or a prime ideal of B′. Then K ∩A is an α-prime ideal of A.
Proof. Assume first that K is an α-prime ideal of B. Note that K∩A is an α-ideal of
A, and let I and J be α-ideals of A such that IJ ⊆ K∩A. Then IJB ⊆ (K ∩A)B ⊆
K. By (2.10), BI = IB and BJ = JB are ideals of B, and (IB)(JB) = IJB ⊆ K.
Hence IB or JB ⊆ K, since K is α-prime. In particular, I or J ⊆ K. Hence, I or
J ⊆ K ∩ A. Therefore, K ∩ A is an α-prime ideal of A. The same argument works
when K is a prime ideal of B′. 
Combining (2.5), (2.7), (2.8), (2.10), and (2.11) we obtain:
2.12. Corollary. Assume that A is noetherian, and recall B = A[[y;α]]. Let I be an
α-ideal of A. (i) I is α-prime if and only if IB is α-prime. (ii) I is semiprime if and
only if IB is semiprime. (iii) If I is semiprime then rankB/IB = rankA/I. (iv)
Statements (i) through (iii) remain true if B is replaced by B′ = A[[y±1;α]].
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